
Round Tr ansvector s
Instant  on/off —
no moving par ts

Air flow and output  
easily adjusted

No guar ds or  safety hazar ds

Quiet —  meets OSHA noise 
r equir ements

Easily mounted, ducted 
and moved

Outper for ms ventur is 
and ejector s

No elect r icity, explosion
hazar d or  RF inter fer ence
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Air  Amplifier s for  Vacuum,
Blowoff, Cooling or  Conveying

Round Transvectors® use a small amount 
of filtered compressed air to deliver a large 
airflow for a wide range of conveying, 
ventilation, drying and cooling applications. 
The high-flow, bladeless blowers don’t require machine guards 
and are especially useful for removing metal chips and scrap, 
ventilating fumes or smoke, and conveying small parts, pellets, 
powders and dust. 

As a vacuum or blowoff device, these air amplifiers are more compact and 
less expensive than variable-speed blowers and fans, provide instant on/off 
performance, and operate at low noise levels to meet OSHA requirements. 
Round Transvectors® are easily mounted and, with no moving parts to wear 
out or break, are virtually maintenance-free. Used in ducted and unducted 
applications, Round Transvectors® are available in several sizes, in both 
aluminum and stainless steel, and can deliver flow rates from 32 to 2300 SCFM.

Tr ansvector s  wide r ange of applicat ions include:
◆ Convey any mater ial that can be moved in an air flow including gr ain, 
     plastic pellets, sawdust, powder , capsules, metal chips, paper  and cloth
     tr im, lint, dust, small par ts, stamping scr ap and lead shot.

◆ Ventilate and exhaust welding, solder ing and machine smoke, auto exhaust,
     plating tank fumes and other  gases.

◆ Cool, clean or  dr y molded par ts, castings, food pr oducts, etc.

◆ Weigh sor t phar maceuticals and other  light mater ials.

When the vacuum from an electric motor 
blower proved ineffective, a label manufacturer 
opted for the strong suction of a #904 Round 
Transvector to pull away paper trim scrap from 

a die cutting operation.

A facility producing plastic body side moldings 
for the automotive industry increased 

production by installing two #903 Transvector 
air amplifiers - one to remove moisture after a 
water bath, and the second to pull away edge 

trim for recycling.

Each welding station at a wrought iron furniture 
assembly plant is equipped with #904 

Transvectors to ventilate smoke and fumes. 

One of the leading pharmaceutical companies 
uses #902XSS Stainless Steel Transvectors to 

weigh sort drug capsules after filling. The 
precise suction lifts away only those capsules 

that failed the filling process, while the heavier, 
filled pieces move on to packaging. 

CNC routers at a New England kitchen cabinet 
company have #903 Transvectors mounted 
near the router bit to vacuum sawdust and 

directly convey it to a reclamation container.


